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On April 19, 1997, in one of the most dramatic floods in U.S. history, more than 50,000 people
abandoned their homes and businesses in Grand Forks, North Dakota. A nation watched as the
heart of downtown, engulfed by a river, burst into flames above the water line. Like Sebastian
Junger's The Perfect Storm, Red River Rising is a compelling true-life narrative about the
confluence of natural forces and human error that shaped one of the greatest natural disasters in
U.S. history.Ashley Shelby tells the dramatic stories of the flood: the suspenseful, blizzard-filled
spring; the difficulties scientists had in predicting the river's crest; the struggles of people who
fought the rising waters and of those who marshalled the city's forces. Despite technological
advances in meteorology, despite the brute force of hundreds of earth movers, despite the utter
determination of thousands who built and walked the levees, the river won.This book is a
gripping story of the terrific cost of natural disasters and a fascinating portrait of how ordinary
people rose to an extraordinary challenge. It is also a clear-eyed examination of the disastrous
aftermath: the second-guessing and blame directed at the National Weather Service, at city and
federal officials, and at the people of Grand Forks themselves as they struggled to rebuild. With
empathy and penetrating intelligence, Shelby uncovers the conflicts, conspiracy theories, and
recrimination that tore at the community after the waters fell. Through the powerful stories of
memorable individuals Red River Rising gives us new perspective on disaster and community.

From Publishers WeeklyJournalist Shelby applies the familiar trope of public catastrophe as
historical watershed to her study of the record-breaking 1997 flood in Grand Forks, North
Dakota, that forced the evacuation of 50,000 residents and touched off devastating fires after the
Red River overtopped its dikes. The event, she contends, bifurcated the town’s sense of time
into "before the flood" and "after the flood," a division she honors in the book. The first part is a
lucid, sometimes gripping account of the gathering disaster, explaining the freak weather
patterns that precipitated the inundation, the difficulties the National Weather Service had in
predicting the unprecedented scale of the flood, and the desperate efforts of engineers to hold
back the water. The second part is a thorough micro-history of the aftermath, detailing battles
between flood victims and city officials over relief funds and the effects of a new dike system that
expunged entire neighborhoods from the flood plain. Here Shelby gets mired in city politics-as-
usual. She devotes much space to displaced residents’ griping over the buyout offers they
received from the city, and to a redevelopment bid for an warehouse that had little to do with the
flood. Straining for pathos and meaning, she styles Grand Forks’ last seven years as a single,
apocalyptic "Joycean day" of "flood angst." That goes a bit far, but still, this is a well-researched
portrait of a city coping with a crisis. Photos.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division
of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition



edition.About the AuthorAshley Shelby is the author of Red River Rising: The Anatomy of a
Flood and the Survival of an American City, which was praised by Salon, the Associated
Press, Philadelphia Inquirer, Library Journal, and other media outlets. Her original reporting on
the Exxon Valdez litigation has been published in The Nation, E: The Environmental Magazine,
and alternet, has been republished in news outlets around the globe, and has been anthologized
in the I Hate Corporate America Reader (Thunder's Mouth Press/Da Capo, 2004). Her
journalism, essays, op/eds, and fiction have been widely published and anthologized. Shelby,
who was awarded the William Faulkner Short Fiction Award in 2002 and the 2009 Third Coast
Fiction Prize (selected by Stuart Dybek), received an M.F.A. in nonfiction writing from Columbia
University. She has also been an Artist Fellow at Blacklock Nature Sanctuary and received a
Minnesota State Arts Board grant for her writing. She has received a Promise Award from
the Sustainable Arts Foundation for her novel-in-progress, and is currently a juror for the
Foundation. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewShelby's strength lies
in charting the uncomfortable collisions between a disturbing natural reality and an unsettling
bureaucratic fantasy, a domain populated by well-meaning but harried scientists, apathetic
government agencies, calculating insurance companies, under-the-gun local politicians and
residents who suddenly find themselves at the mercy of Mother Nature. More often than not,
Americans feel they're in control of the natural world and take their planet for granted, but history
is littered with the casualties of that wrongheaded philosophy. Shelby's book forces us to look
into the mirror and come to terms with our pride and our ignorance, our faith and our policies.--
Salon --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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After the FloodNotesSelected BibliographyAcknowledgementsIntroductionIt’s late June 2000
and I am driving northwest on I-94, that lonely trucker’s passage into the big bad West. The hand-
painted signs for buffalo meat begin showing up in fallow soybean fields around Fergus Falls,
Minnesota. Crumbling silos stand like tired sentries over farms that have fallen into disuse or
been reduced to hobbies. At the turnoff to I-29, the city of Fargo is inundated with American
consumer culture—Old Navy, Hooters, Wal-Mart. Interstate 29 is flat and lonely, offering an
uninterrupted vista to the Canadian border. And somewhere, out of my sight but not far from the
highway, the Red River of the North is heading to the same place I am.I knew Grand Forks,
North Dakota from photographs burned on my brain: a city under water, a river becoming an
inland sea, an old downtown submerged while being consumed by fire. The Red River of the
North had burst through the dikes, destroying first the working-class neighborhoods crouched
on the banks, then the historic downtown. As the overfed Red River swept through the streets of
old Grand Forks, eleven of the city’s oldest and best loved landmark buildings were consumed in
a spectacular electrical fire.These images are familiar to me because my father, a television
journalist in Minneapolis, spent weeks in Grand Forks in April of 1997, floating down its main
street in a motorboat. In the tapes of his reports, he looks haggard and cold, sitting in a boat that
rocks gently in the current moving down DeMers Avenue. One tape shows him floating down



North Fourth Street, and in the old downtown buildings some distance behind him, an angry,
orange fire slides its tongue in and out of the windows. That’s what I knew about Grand Forks. An
old river town, submerged in its river, and fifty-two thousand people leaving their homes, some
for the last time, retreating to the outskirts of their city to watch it go under, to watch it burn. And
though a city’s fate was still undecided, to everyone except those personally affected by the
flood, what had just transpired was only a fleeting news story.In Grand Forks, it is simply called
“the flood.” It has affected this town like a war. Here, time is measured against it. Before the flood.
After the flood. And in a town that has been battered by severe floods for over a century,
including five low-grade catastrophic events in the last twenty years, the fact that “the flood”
means the same flood to everyone is a testament to the events of the spring of 1997.Farther
upstream that spring, little towns all along the Red’s course found themselves underwater, as
they had in other years. Cows and hogs, trapped in shallow oxbows, drowned as the river rose.
When the temperature dropped, their carcasses froze solid, stones in the iced-over river. Levees
failed. Some didn’t. It was a bad flood year—in some towns, the worst ever. But when the Red
reached Grand Forks, high up on the North Dakota–Minnesota border, it performed an act of
revenge, it seemed. The original offense was never disclosed, or it had simply gone unnamed.
Few in Grand Forks could remember what they had done that could have warranted the
punishment they received. But they weren’t innocent. No one was.According to some estimates,
the U.S. government spends an average of nearly $54 billion a year to help communities
crushed by natural disasters. In any year, it is likely that nearly three-quarters of all federally
declared disasters are due to flooding. Each year, some community will suffer a staggering
catastrophe. It will be showered with federal dollars, infiltrated by federal employees, then left to
build itself again. In 2001, Tropical Storm Allison resulted in nearly $5 billion in damage. The year
before, the horrific fire season in the American West caused $4 billion in losses. Hurricane Floyd
in 1999 and Hurricane Georges in ’98 cost a combined $12 billion. And for each community
devastated by such events, a complex narrative ensues, one in which the concepts of fairness,
community, and accountability are major themes.I’ve chosen to tell the story of the 1997 Grand
Forks flood not because it was the nation’s worst disaster—although it ranks as one of the most
expensive in U.S. history—but because the story of the town’s demise and recovery could be the
story of any American community unexpectedly destroyed and then left to pick up the pieces
and rebuild. There are no villains—although many who lived through the ’97 flood would argue
that the National Weather Service’s failure to accurately predict the Red’s flood crest was an act
of villainy. There are only real, complicated human beings—a mayor, two gifted engineers (one
civic, one federal), two dedicated National Weather Service hydrologists, and a number of
heroic Grand Forks residents—who struggled to save a town.On my first visit to Grand Forks I
snapped a photograph that seems to hold all the contradictions within its frame. It shows a
house in the floodplain that used to be Lincoln Drive, a riverside neighborhood now reduced to
an empty meadow. It was, then, the only structure still standing: a pretty little yellow box house
with blue shutters and a red door. As in all the neighborhoods that had been smudged out, the



grass in Lincoln Drive was overgrown and brown, and the sidewalks—where there were still
sidewalks—were chunks of displaced cement. Everywhere, cracked steps and wedges of
driveway marked home sites like gravestones. The little yellow house was empty, but it was not
abandoned. Right under the west window, in black spray paint, someone had warned the city
“Do Not Tear Down. Die If You Do,” and added a smiley face.When I took that photograph, I did
not yet know the woman who used to live in that house, who refused to leave it for years after the
flood, who insisted on living in it despite having no electricity, water, or heat. Meanwhile, her
neighbors had sold their ruined homes to the city and moved on. But then as now, that
photograph tells me what is claimed, what is taken anyway, and what is left when all is said and
done—if all can ever be said and done here.It is, of course, important to note that Grand Forks
was not the only city devastated by the 1997 Red River flood. Fargo, North Dakota, lost
neighborhoods and a good percentage of its downtown; Breckenridge and Ada, both Minnesota
towns, were heavily damaged; and countless small towns up and down the course of the Red
suffered immeasurable losses. The story of the 1997 Red River valley flood cannot be told in
one tidy narrative. This book is, instead, about the anatomy of a flood in one city along the river,
and that city’s ultimate survival. The story of Grand Forks differs from the stories of the other
cities, too, in that it is a story of the failure of a federal agency to protect an American city and the
efforts of countless other agencies to rebuild that city.It’s also important to acknowledge that a
disaster affects each victim in a different and complex way. Memory can warp. Interpretation may
become “fact.” This account of the 1997 Red River flood in Grand Forks is by no means the
definitive history of the disaster. One could argue that a disaster can have no true definition. We
do have facts and numbers and documents and recollection and memory and photographs,
though, and somehow we cobble these things together and come up with an account. And still, it
will always remain incomplete, will always be contrary to someone’s remembered
experience.Perhaps what is most significant about the photograph I took of the house in Lincoln
Drive is what is not there. The empty space that surrounds the house seems to be an invisible
neighborhood. Even as a blank floodplain, it is still infused with very great, very palpable grief.
This photograph, most importantly, speaks of all the stories not yet told, and the stories which,
even after the last page of this book is turned, will remain untold.One1 The Way Winter EndsOn
either side of any highway, the land of the Red River valley unfolds across the earth in what
seems, in places, like an endless repetition of the same acre. In the dark, cold mornings of a
northern winter, the grain elevators slowly materialize from the shadows as hulking, sluggish
monsters. The sky is big, and sunrise first appears there as slender ribbons of pale purple cirrus
clouds, seemingly as taut and crisp as taffeta. The land on both sides of the Red River of the
North is naked, the topographic equivalent of a confession.The people of North Dakota take the
land on its own terms. The grain elevators stand full or they stand empty—depending on the
year’s wheat crop; farmers raise barley and ranch Hereford cattle and don’t complain about a
bad year and don’t celebrate a good one; the American Crystal Sugar plant in Grand Forks turns
tons of sugar beets into sugar cubes and hardly anyone who buys them at the giant



supermarkets in Fargo knows or even cares where they come from. It’s not that there is nothing
to complain of in North Dakota; it’s just that this is life, not a tourism campaign. North Dakota is a
state that has little to brag about; and, in general, very little bragging goes on here. There is one
thing, however, that its people will boast of: the weather. Plains weather summons merciless
droughts that so chap the land that the soil splits and swallows crop seed, and any hope of
harvest. Plains weather reacts so angrily to the collision of a frosty Alberta clipper and a warm
Gulf jet stream that it spits out twenty or thirty inches of snow on fifty-mile-per-hour winds. Plains
weather may be mild and salubrious in the morning, then arctic and saturnine in the afternoon.
People in North Dakota are on intimate terms with weather, dependent upon it, sensitive to its
subtle shiftings, and proud of its random ferocity.The only thing more impressive than the
weather is the good fight the people of North Dakota put up against it each year. In Grand Forks,
when the Red River swells during spring thaw, people worry little and sandbag a lot. This is the
way winter ends. Nature is not romantic here—it is stark and present. Although North Dakota
raises churches and monasteries in much the same way it raises Scotch Fife and Velvet Chaff
wheat, even the monks know better than to ascribe the whims of nature to God. Nature is an
independent force. And Nature hit North Dakota hard as 1996 ended and through that winter
and spring. The Red River of the North at Grand Forks, high up on the North Dakota–Minnesota
border, did more damage that year than it had anywhere else along its course, than it ever
had.The author of the 1997 Grand Forks flood has been in dispute for years. Some in Grand
Forks believed it was simply winter, a familiar guest who always overstayed his welcome. Winter
has always been tough on North Dakota. Back when men used horse and sleigh to get around
town in the winter, snow banks could grow so high and so dense that a man could ride his horse
and cart over the drifts and never break the crust. When Grand Forks was a frontier town,
farmers strung wire or rope between their barns and their farmhouses in late fall so they could
feel their way between them during winter’s blinding blizzards.Despite an illustrious history of
demon winters and successful adaptation to a frozen land, there are many people in Grand
Forks who believe that if Nature gets the credit for the 1997 flood, then the National Weather
Service should be considered its ghostwriter.Hydrologists identify at least five factors that can
predetermine spring flood conditions: a wet fall, an unusually cold winter, heavy snow
accumulation, a cool spring followed quickly by a warming trend, and heavy rainfall during the
thaw. The Red River valley had already been dealt a very rainy fall; by November 1996, the
autumn moisture level in Grand Forks was more than twice the average amount. Then came an
early cold snap and three blizzards. By December the people of Grand Forks had already dug
out of enough blizzards to feel as fatigued as they normally did in late April. The head of the
University of North Dakota’s Regional Weather Information Center, professor Leon Osborne, Jr.,
told the local newspaper in mid-December, “We’ve already had a month of January weather, and
January isn’t even here yet.”The Red River of the North and its TributariesJanuary weather
consists first of unobstructed prairie winds blasting across the plains in startling gusts and often
bearing fifty-below-zero wind chills. It then delivers blizzards that stretch their frozen arms across



the coteaus and prairies and drop inch after inch of snow, paralyzing whole cities in their
embrace.The threshold between accident and disaster is slender, yet the landscape on either
side is manifestly different. To this day in Grand Forks, there is a difference of opinion regarding
the fundamental character of the 1997 flood. Some consider it simply a natural disaster, dealt to
Grand Forks by the same hand that delivered the blizzards of the previous winter. To consider it
simply another act of Nature’s hand is comforting—it implies history, regular promises to be kept.
Others, however, consider what happened in the spring of 1997 a man-made calamity.The fall
had been cold and wet, and the winter composed of ice-rinsed winds and blizzards. Grand Forks
had been buried under eight blizzards that season, each one so ruthless that it became a
distinct personality with its own character traits. The Grand Forks Herald named them like
hurricanes: Andy, Betty, Christopher, Doris, Elmo, Franzi, Gust, and Hannah.In its new Grand
Forks office—just a year old—the National Weather Service was performing well. Its
meteorological forecasts were nearly flawless during that fall and winter. It issued blizzard
warnings promptly, providing users ample time to prepare, and although its employees were
themselves snowed in during several blizzards and worked with little or no staff relief for
consecutive shifts, operations continued without interruption. Moreover, the agency’s
precipitation forecasts were uncannily precise. It was as if the weather events of that winter were
not composed by Nature, but were instead dictated by the National Weather Service; if an NWS
meteorologist had pointed to the sky and said, “Snow ten inches in Grand Forks,” you half-
believed it would.“You say it’s going to snow on that square piece of land, by God it’s going to
happen,” Gregory Gust, a meteorologist at the Grand Forks National Weather Service office
said. “We try to do it that way.”The agency’s predictive skills with blizzards seemed to extend to
river forecasting. For the Upper Midwest, those predictions are made at the North Central River
Forecast Center (NCRFC), an NWS regional office in Chanhassen, Minnesota, near
Minneapolis. Here, scientists formulate river forecasts and relay them to local NWS offices
throughout the region; those offices interpret the results to the public. The coverage area
includes the Red River of the North, among 850 other basins. In 1996 the NCRFC had predicted
a crest of 44.5 feet for the Red at Grand Forks. The river ultimately crested at 45.8 feet—very
accurate, as river forecasts go. However, in the early 1990s, the NCRFC had displayed a
tendency to overshoot the mark. In 1994 it forecasted a crest of 42 feet. When the river finally
crested, it was ten feet lower than the widely publicized forecast.It might seem of little
consequence if the National Weather Service overestimates a flood stage; how much harm
could there be, some might ask, in giving a city some room to breathe? A lot. Overestimating a
flood crest can be as grave a mistake in terms of financial impact as underestimating can be in
terms of human impact. Small cities all along the Red’s course rely heavily on the NWS,
designing costly flood protection plans around its forecast crest number. Reinforcing a dike with
clay and sandbags—adding even only a couple of feet of protection—can cost a town millions of
dollars. Small towns on the Red often exhaust their meager financial resources paying for flood
protection supplies and machinery.The National Weather Service, then, is under immense



pressure to produce accurate flood crest numbers that will neither underestimate nor
overestimate the actual flood crest level. Either way, a city on the Red could lose millions of
dollars and blame the loss on the National Weather Service. In Chanhassen, the NCRFC
hydrologists in charge of forecasting the Red River regularly field phone calls during flood
season from frantic local emergency managers who tell them that if the crest prediction rises
one more foot, their cities will go bankrupt. Those hydrologists often hear the emergency
managers’ questions echoing in their heads as they close their eyes to sleep: Are you sure?
Since the 1994 ten-foot overshoot, NCRFC hydrologists were intent on avoiding another costly
overestimate.On January 23, 1997, the St. Paul district of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
hosted an interagency “Winter Planning Meeting” to discuss flood potential in the Upper
Mississippi River, Red River, and Great Lakes Basins. Representatives from the Corps, the
National Weather Service, the United States Geological Survey, and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency attended, along with local officials. Each representative presented data
thought to be relevant to the task at hand—preventing a catastrophic flood. The buzz about this
year’s flood potential had grown louder at the agencies with each blizzard that descended upon
the Red River valley. Few in the Corps’ or National Weather Service’s delegations had seen so
much snow on the ground this early in the season.Another interagency meeting was held a few
days later, this time in Fargo. Both meetings conveyed one overriding message: this was going to
be a rough flood season. Fargo weather office warning coordination officer Lou Bennett and
service hydrologist Wendy Pearson began making the rounds to small communities along the
Red, trying to relay the message the National Weather Service had adopted as its temporary
mantra: expect to see more water this spring than you’ve ever seen in your life. At area shopping
malls, Bennett manned booths under the slogan “Flooding: When, Where and How High.” He
participated in television and radio interviews about the flood potential, and attended, with
Pearson, town meetings in small North Dakota towns like Harwood and Kindred.“We’ve never
seen this much water in the snow before,” Pearson told them. “We’re expecting a serious
situation.”People in Grand Forks noticed an unsettling influx of strangers during the first days of
February. Federal disaster officials had arrived to begin reconnaissance work and to initiate flood
mitigation activities. At the same time, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
and National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) began issuing press releases, television public
service announcements, and newspaper appeals urging Grand Forks residents to purchase low-
cost federal flood insurance. On February 5, FEMA announced that it was providing an
emergency enrollment plan for North Dakota towns on the Red River, cutting the required sign-
up time for local and county governments by more than half. The public service spots ranged
from outright pleas to slickly produced scare tactics filled with images of past catastrophes—
people clinging to treetops while water raged around them. But by the middle of February
virtually no one in Grand Forks had purchased flood insurance.On February 13, the National
Weather Service issued a flood outlook for the Red River valley, nearly a month earlier than
usual: “Above normal soil moisture and high snowpack water equivalent represent a high spring



snowmelt flood potential for the tributaries to the Red River, and a severe spring snowmelt flood
potential for the Red River from Wahpeton, North Dakota to the Canadian border.”Later, some
people in Grand Forks would criticize this first narrative outlook as wordy and imprecise.
Employees of the National Weather Service, on the other hand, would wonder, “What part of
‘record flooding’ did they not understand?” In fact, the agency had attached a kind of glossary,
titled “Terminology,” to the outlook. There, “Severe Snowmelt Flood Potential” was defined as
“crests from near record levels to exceeding record levels . . . assuming normal future
precipitation for the remainder of the snow season.” Buried in the sixth page of the seven-page
outlook was this caveat: “Additional above normal precipitation and a rapid melt, combined with
spring rains would increase the flood threat.” For anyone without a degree in hydrology, however,
this was eye-glazing verbiage.On February 26, the NCRFC hosted an interagency flood
coordination meeting at its offices in Chanhassen. It was the third held in just over a month, and
the flood season hadn’t even officially begun. The hydrologists assigned to the Red River
announced to representatives from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), among others, that they would be issuing their first numerical flood
outlook in two days. This was a big event in this circle of scientists, forecasters, and engineers.
But would it catch the attention of the public?The next day, the Red River hydrologists traveled
from their Chanhassen offices to Fargo for yet another interagency flood coordination meeting.
In attendance were mayors, city engineers, and emergency managers from towns up and down
the Red River valley, FEMA representatives, Corps engineers and reconnaissance teams, local
National Weather Service office employees, Small Business Administration and National Flood
Insurance Plan representatives, North Dakota’s congressional delegation (senators Kent Conrad
and Byron Dorgan, and representative Earl Pomeroy), and dozens of others.“You’d look over the
people out there and it was a Who’s Who of the flood fight in the Red River valley,” NCRFC
hydrologist Mike Anderson said. Anderson led the agency’s team of four hydrologists and
hydrometeorologists assigned to the Red River. For Anderson and his ncrfc colleague Steve
Buan, the Red River valley was home; they’d both grown up there and still had family scattered
from Wahpeton to Grand Forks. They knew the Red River. They even loved it.“I can tell you right
now,” Anderson told the assembled group in Fargo, “that forecast tomorrow is going to say flood
of record or greater.” He made sure to punch the last two words, and then paused. “Does
everyone understand that? We’re going to hit the flood of record at every location in the valley”—
he paused again—“or greater.” To the city of Fargo, that meant 38 feet or more. To the city of
Wahpeton, it meant 17.9 feet. To Grand Forks, it meant 49 feet.On the 1997 Spring Flood
Potential Map, which the National Weather Service issued the next day, the Red River valley was
represented as a misshapen splotch of crimson. On this map, red indicated areas where
flooding would be “severe.” While other parts of the Upper Midwest showed moderately high
flood potential, the Red River valley was the only area highlighted in red.That same day, the
number forty-nine was heard in Grand Forks for the first time. In this, its first numerical flood
outlook for the season—its first solid number—the National Weather Service had calculated a



crest of 49 feet for the Red River at Grand Forks. This was two-tenths of a foot higher than the
city’s official highest flood crest, 48.88 feet in 1979. The river, though, had been higher than that;
1897’s unofficial crest of 50.2 feet was considered Grand Forks’ highest. But the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), the federal agency charged with constructing historical hydrographs
for America’s rivers, chose not to use hundred-year-old data on a river as dynamic and as ever-
changing as the Red. So the 1979 crest of 48.88 feet was considered, for all intents and
purposes, Grand Forks’ flood of record.The Red River’s depth at Grand Forks varies, though not
by much, during the year. Its normal depth is anywhere between eight and twelve feet. In Grand
Forks, the river’s flood stage is 28 feet. By all accounts, 49 feet would be a massive, dangerous
flood, one that would test the limits of Grand Forks’ levees and dikes, which could be fortified
and topped to 52 feet.The National Weather Service crest outlook was considered a “potential”
crest, calculated with present snow cover plus anticipated normal precipitation for that area, for
that time of year. Mike Anderson and the NCRFC hydrologists had chosen to issue this forecast
two weeks earlier than they ever had before. They knew it was going to be bad and wanted
people to know.A week after the National Weather Service released its 49-foot outlook, the
agency’s director, Elbert “Joe” Friday, appeared on CNN to warn that spring flooding in the Red
River valley would be “higher than ever before” and that people in the valley should expect
“record flooding” in their towns. These kinds of statements constitute some of the strongest
language in the agency’s terse vernacular, but Friday went one step further to make sure the
people in the Red River valley knew what he meant: “They’re going to see more water than
they’ve ever seen before in their lives.” In Minnesota, NWS weather forecasters (responsible for
precipitation forecasts, not river forecasts) were staging a major media campaign to emphasize
the severity of the upcoming flood season. On March 1 Craig Edwards, an NWS forecaster for
twenty-five years, told the Minneapolis Star Tribune, “This situation is the most serious I’ve seen
since I’ve been here.” Another article quoted hydrologist Gary McDevitt: “If we should get into a
rain situation, it could be disastrous.”This kind of language kicked other federal agencies into
higher gear. “We hope that residents will seriously consider taking preparedness steps now so
that they are protected in the coming months should these forecasts hold true,” said Roger Free,
a FEMA coordinating officer.Still, in Grand Forks, the National Flood Insurance Program
enrollment logs were almost blank. The flood seemed so far away, and a crest of 49 feet seemed
manageable. Many people living down near the dikes, in neighborhoods like Lincoln Drive,
Riverside Park, and Central Park, kept reminding themselves that they had never even had
seepage in their basements before, despite repeated flooding—the dikes had done their job.
Even some insurance agents were dissuading people from buying flood policies. They
considered it a waste of money.On the far end of the University of North Dakota campus on the
west edge of town, meteorology professor Leon Osborne was working in what could be
described as a weather lab. The Regional Weather Information Center (RWIC) houses a
prototype weather information management center, outfitted with Doppler radar, access to a
network of automated observing stations similar to those used by the National Weather Service,



a soundproof radio room, a television studio, an editing bay, and a graphics and animation
station. The 2,000-foot laboratory is a weather analysis and forecasting crucible; it is, one could
argue, a kind of condensed version of the North Central River Forecast Center in Chanhassen—
but with academic wiggle room, constructed in the hope that the scientist-philosophers who
work there will wed science with function.Leon Osborne grew up in a north Texas farming
community and came to UND after receiving a degree in physics from Utah State University and
a masters in meteorology from the University of Oklahoma. Osborne, who looks like an ex–
football player who might have let too many years pass between visits to the weight room, is the
equivalent of the dean’s list mainstay. He is a member of Sigma Pi Sigma physics honor society,
Chi Epsilon Pi national meteorology honor society, a professional member of the American
Meteorological Society, and a Sigma Xi member. He was, at UND, the big man on campus.The
RWIC would be the greatest accomplishment of Osborne’s career, and the winter and spring of
1996–1997 would be its first test. Osborne and his staff were under enormous pressure. That fall
the center had gone live. It had finally received state and federal funding to implement a highway
weather forecasting system. The staff had divided nearly every road and interstate in North and
South Dakota into sixty-mile segments. Now, every three hours, a forecast was generated for
each stretch. Any driver in the Dakotas could now dial a cell phone and hear a precise, very local
forecast. Osborne and his staff of eight employees—four on each shift—were prepared to
produce fifteen thousand forecasts a day, twenty-four hours a day. Both states had planted
hundreds of blue signs on the shoulders of major highways promoting the service, which
Osborne had christened Advanced Transportation Information Systems.However, Osborne had
been told in no uncertain terms that if his system went offline for any reason—be it blizzard or
flood—the funding would disappear, because he needed to prove the system’s “survivability”
was as close to one hundred percent as possible. Newly appointed federal secretary of
transportation Rodney E. Slater had visited the RWIC that winter, arriving just ahead of a
blizzard.“Slater looks over his shoulder,” Osborne remembered, “and says ‘Leon, tell me: How
bad is this blizzard going to be?’” Osborne stepped over to a computer and began to formulate a
forecast. Slater stopped him and pointed to an unsuspecting young staffer, an underling, sitting
alone at another computer.“No,” Slater said, “I want him to tell me.”“If the system went down,
there went our funding,” Osborne said later. “There went our program.” The RWIC was the most
important project Osborne had ever produced in his life, and he was determined to make it a
success. But the very conditions he was forecasting could also be his undoing. To ascertain the
survivability of his weather system, he needed to know how high the Red would crest. How
would the Center itself be affected by a flood? Although the RWIC offices were on the far west
end of Grand Forks, a relatively safe distance from the river, its hub for telephone
communications—its lifeline, really—was in the U.S. West telephone building a block from the
Red River. Only the slightest amount of flooding, just one levee breach, could put Osborne’s
program offline and bury it for good.“I’d seen enough snow that you had to be blind not to see
that there was going to be a major flood,” he said. More specifically, “Given ideal snowmelt



conditions, and based upon the amount of snow that we had and we were expecting to see—
based upon the global weather patterns—we were expecting to see a flood that would be a
record flood. If there were a record flood, and the city was not able to prepare for it, we would
lose our program. The conclusion from our analysis was that we were shit out of luck.” That was
not precise enough; Osborne needed a reliable number, and he was unconvinced by the
National Weather Service’s 49-foot outlook. With sodden soil, ten feet of snow on the ground
and more on its way, that outlook seemed absurd to him. Osborne set out to produce his own
flood crest forecast.On March 5, after Blizzard Gust had blown snow dust through the town on
violent winds, a nominal spring arrived, mild and gray. The air grew warm, and the snowdrifts in
town, still so high they formed nine-foot walls on both sides of city streets, started melting. The
soil was saturated—an archive of the fall’s rains and the winter’s snows—and the snowmelt
simply collected in giant puddles atop the earth. Interstate 29, the main corridor connecting
Grand Forks to the rest of the world, had been closed for a total of eighteen days because of the
blizzards. The town’s civil resources—plows, National Guardsmen, the power company—had
been overworked from battling blizzard after blizzard and the townspeople, too, were exhausted.
The fight had been a good one, and they had triumphed, but they were tired. Everyone was
looking forward to a warm spring.After the ruinous Mississippi valley flood of 1965, the Corps of
Engineers and the National Weather Service had made a deal: you show me your data, and I’ll
show you mine. That flood was considered, at the time, the Mississippi’s worst ever for the seven-
hundred-mile stretch between Royalton, Minnesota (about one hundred miles north of
Minneapolis) and Hannibal, Missouri. Much of the anatomy of that flood was eerily similar to
what had been happening in the Red River valley, and what would happen in the next weeks: an
exceptionally cold and wet autumn that saturated the soil, a midwinter thaw, an above-average
March snowfall, and an unexpected spring freeze that halted snowpack runoff. The 1965
Mississippi flood had caused $225 million in damage.Until that point, there had been little
communication between the two federal agencies. The Corps studied the mechanics of the river.
The National Weather Service—then called the U.S. Weather Bureau—predicted its behavior. It
often takes a disaster to force the federal government to reexamine the way it conducts
business, and the 1965 Mississippi flood, simply because of its severity, brought to light the fact
that greater understanding of American river systems might be gained if the two agencies
shared information.So it was in that spirit that two Corps hydraulic engineers from the St. Paul
district office, Richard Pomerleau and Terry Zien, began their reconnaissance work for the
National Weather Service. Pomerleau, in particular, seemed to be everywhere and able to do
anything. A graduate of the University of Minnesota’s Institute of Technology and a senior
hydraulic engineer for the Corps, Pomerleau is also a nationally known expert in ice engineering.
He has developed a highly respected emergency management spill model for the Upper
Mississippi River. He is a skilled reconnaissance pilot, adept at gathering data under dire
conditions.“If we needed something,” NCRFC hydrologist Steve Buan said, “he’d be able to
figure out a way to figure out how to measure something. If he didn’t have the equipment to



measure it, he’d go back to physics principles and come up with a number.” Richard Pomerleau
is, in Buan’s words, “MacGyver.” Like MacGyver, Pomerleau and other Corps engineers have
sophisticated tools in their toolkits. Likewise at the National Weather Service.“In years past, you
went out there with a coffee can, stuck it in the snow, melted it down and made your best guess,
by hook or crook, how much water you could expect,” said Paul Jacobs, northwest Minnesota’s
emergency coordinator for the Department of Public Safety. But the coffee can had now been
replaced by remote sensing flyovers, satellites, automatic river gauges, and three-dimensional
cameras attached to the bellies of survey planes.The National Operational Hydrologic Remote
Sensing Center, operating under the NWS’s umbrella, is located next door to the NCRFC in
Chanhassen. Its small staff is concerned with only one thing: snow. Its pilots collect snow data
and analyze it. The mere amount of snow that has fallen in a certain location is empty data to a
flood forecaster; he or she must know how much water that snow contains, and that will vary
depending on the snow’s character. Light, fluffy snow contains far less moisture than heavy, wet
snow; it is entirely possible that a ten-inch snowfall in Grand Forks could yield twice as much
moisture as a ten-inch snowfall in Bismarck. The moisture content—called snow melt equivalent
—is an essential piece of data needed by flood forecasters because it determines the amount of
runoff that will flow into a river during the spring thaw. Without this data, an accurate flood crest
forecast is impossible.The NCRFC, and numerous other National Weather Service river
forecasting centers, utilize the Remote Sensing Center’s small staff during flood season,
requesting the services of two twin-engine planes, which make regular data-collecting flights.
These planes, flying at five hundred feet, measure the gamma radiation emanating from the
ground. The lower the radiation, so the theory goes, the more moisture on the ground, be it in the
form of standing water or snow.On other survey flights, three-dimensional cameras capture
images of the floodplain, measuring elevation virtually house by house. Automatic river gauges—
Grand Forks’ was housed in a shed just off the Sorlie Bridge downtown—kept track of river
depth, and transmitted the numbers to hydrologists in a continual stream of data. In the short
history of advanced hydrologic data collection, this information had been routed directly only to
hydrologists and others who were responsible for prediction. In 1997, though, a few Grand Forks
city officials were wearing pagers clipped to their belts that displayed an hourly river level
reading. The computer system at the city’s emergency operations center could dial the modem
on the Grand Forks river gauge and retrieve real-time river conditions. It was proving to be a year
in which to show off how exact flood prediction could be. Any erratic river behavior would be
telegraphed, literally and figuratively. Nature, it seemed, wouldn’t be delivering any blows this
year that the National Weather Service couldn’t anticipate.Anticipation was one thing;
communication was another. The burden of communicating the severe flood threat to the city of
Grand Forks rested on the shoulders of the National Weather Service and its hydrologists. If the
citizens didn’t know what was coming, none of this data meant anything.“Technology has
become a major player in getting us the information,” Paul Jacobs said, “but we still depend on
the people who use the technology and who are trained to interpret it.” However, the further the



coffee-can technique receded into the past, the less the men and women at the National
Weather Service trusted human judgment—even their own.The reconnaissance missions that
Corps engineers Richard Pomerleau and Terry Zien were running consisted of regular low-
altitude flights over various waterways in the Red River basin. Their main purpose was to gather
hydraulic and hydrologic data in areas that contain Corps reservoirs. As a general rule, the
Corps does not gather hydrologic data; what Pomerleau and Zien were doing for the National
Weather Service was really a kind of favor. The Corps is concerned with hydraulics—the study of
the mechanics of fluids, a somewhat fixed science. Hydrology, on the other hand, is concerned
with the mutable behavior of rivers, the properties of flow, and the effect of water on the earth.
Yet certain hydrologic “laws” could be considered fairly firm, and therefore provide the foundation
for a predictive model—laws such as: in flood, the river will fall in the same way it rose. This
particular “law” was so reliable, it might as well have been a divine commandment.When the
Red River entered flood stage in the beginning of April, the Corps’ recon team began to gather
data specifically for the National Weather Service. Pomerleau and Zien faxed their handwritten
daily reports on the basin to NCRFC hydrologist Mike Anderson—meticulous reports whose
details ranged from snow appearance (“The snow cover in the Wahpeton-Breckenridge area
has taken on a grayish cast as the snow pack solidifies and compacts. The discoloration is
probably due to increased water content on the surface”) to the memories of local residents
(“Farm lady said that the 1969 peak was higher but of short duration.”) Anecdotal details like
these were useful, even to the scientists at the National Weather Service. Despite the agency’s
high-functioning models and its contracted gamma flights, it still utilizes more than eleven
thousand “cooperative observers”—many of them retired farmers or elderly farm widows. In
many ways, these observers still provide the “coffee can” measurements that Paul Jacobs said
had long since been replaced by high-tech tools.The National Weather Service provides
observers equipment—like rain gauges and yardsticks—and training materials; these may
include warnings such as “Freezing rain (glaze ice) should never be reported as snowfall,” or
Byzantine instructions for extracting crucial data like snow moisture content. Although National
Weather Service observers were “trained,” many of them were elderly and living alone in remote
locations, and, despite having lived through the worst weather North Dakota could offer, were
perhaps more vulnerable during severe blizzards.During Blizzard Elmo in January, two
meteorologists from the Bismarck office received a phone call from a co-op observer named
Florence Newsom. Her home in Hurdsfield, a tiny town halfway between Bismarck and Devil’s
Lake, was surrounded by ten-foot drifts, and she was unable to get to the Fischer & Porter rain
gauge to change the monthly tape. The county road leading to her home had been closed for
two weeks. The two NWS meteorologists—Vern Roller and Dan Markee—decided to visit
Florence, who was eighty-two years old and living alone, and change the tape for her. They
arrived at the blocked county road two miles from her house, minutes ahead of the Wells County
snowplow. The plow became stuck when it tried to move one of the snowdrifts. After giving the
plow driver a ride into town, Roller and Markee decided to walk the two miles to Florence’s



farmhouse. As they climbed over snowdrifts hardened by the frigid winds and nearly sixteen feet
high, a “hungry-looking” coyote followed them. When the meteorologists finally reached the
farmhouse, they found it was, indeed, surrounded by a levee of snow.“After changing the Fischer
& Porter tape,” the meteorologists’ report reads, “a cup of hot chocolate and a cookie were
greatly appreciated.”People in the Red River valley liked the regional NWS employees; they were
neighbors. Most of them had grown up near the river. They raised their families in the valley. The
NWS was the farmer’s friend, the city emergency manager’s ally, a trusted comrade.But after the
flood of 1997, many people in Grand Forks found it hard to look any NWS employee in the face
without feeling anger rising from their chest, into their throat, the words catching there. The
National Weather Service, in the minds of many citizens, had ruined their lives.On March 14,
1997, the National Weather Service issued a revised flood outlook for towns along the Red River
of the North, raising the crest numbers for nearly every forecast point along its course—from its
headwaters at Wahpeton down through Fargo, Halstad, Drayton, and Oslo. The only city on the
Red that did not see an increase in its flood crest outlook number was Grand Forks. It remained
at 49 feet. Ten days later, the Corps of Engineers told Grand Forks’ city engineers to build the
dikes to 52 feet, giving the city three feet of “freeboard”—breathing room.At the RWIC, Leon
Osborne and his staff had come up with a flood crest number. It was different from the number
pegged by the National Weather Service. Far different. Osborne’s analysis of the flooding
situation in Grand Forks was not, in the purest sense of the word, hydrologic. Osborne had
performed a kind of climatological and meteorological medley: he produced an aggregate
number based on all the radar the RWIC had generated in the last few months; he created a
high-resolution grid of precipitation that had occurred over the course of the winter; he sent staff
out to perform snow moisture spot checks; he kept tabs on the distribution of snowfall; he utilized
many of the same co-op reports the NWS was utilizing, then adjusted his own data to reflect
what the observers were reporting. With this information, Osborne then compared the collected
data with previous snowmelts, specifically the 1996 thaw.“On the left-hand side of the equation, I
have 1995–1996 snowfall and the 1996–1997 snowfall; on the right-hand side of the equation, I
have crest level of 1995–1996, divided by the crest level of 1996–1997. It’s a simple ratio.” By
applying the dynamics of the 1996 snowmelt to the nascent 1997 snowmelt—the snow moisture
numbers, the precipitation numbers, and so on—Osborne could extrapolate, could project how
the coming thaw would unfold. His analysis suggested one thing: “an incredible amount of
water.”His forecast: 52 feet. Although only three feet higher than the NWS outlook, it might as
well have been thirty. Even if the river stayed at exactly 52 feet, perfectly level with the tops of the
dikes, it would take only the slightest change—an escaped canoe, a block of ice fallen from the
undercarriage of the Sorlie Bridge, an unexpected rainfall—for the river to start pouring over the
dikes.But Osborne did not come up with his number by using a hydrologic model, something
widely considered absolutely necessary to accurately predict a flooding river’s crest number. He
didn’t take a thorough measurement of the water content of the snow on the ground. “I don’t
have to,” Osborne said. “I have a pretty good idea at what temperature the snow was formed.



There are standard relationships; given the nucleation temperature of the snow and the
environment in which it resides after it falls, I can tell what the sublimation rate is going to
be.”These are the words of a scientist confident in his own expertise, one who is even a little
cocky. Osborne liked to use his tools to enhance his performance, not to dictate it, and for that
reason felt comfortable filling in gaps in the data with his own educated guesses—something
that was simply not done at the National Weather Service.“Yeah, there was some subjectivity to
it,” Osborne said. “Human judgment came into it when we aggregated the precipitation because
there were data voids. The radar wasn’t hitting everywhere.” Osborne could do this—could rely
on his own judgment when certain data was absent—because the numbers he was generating
were being used only to evaluate the flood risk to the Regional Weather Information Center itself,
not to the city of Grand Forks. In fact, he made it a point not to step on any toes. “We were trying
to be very respectful of the National Weather Service; I mean, that’s their job, not ours. The last
thing I ever wanted to do was to get crosswise with the National Weather Service.”On March 18,
the hall at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C., was filled with news cameras,
microphones, and network and newspaper reporters. Two National Weather Service officials
stood at the podium: director Dr. Elbert “Joe” Friday, Jr. and Hydrologic Information Center chief
Frank Richards. They were preparing to announce the potential for one of the worst flood years
the United States had ever seen. The agency had invited FEMA director James Lee Witt and
American Red Cross director Elizabeth Dole to join them at the news conference, hopeful that
the presence of the U.S. government’s disaster relief agency and one of the largest private relief
organizations in the world would convey the urgency of its message. Both had declined to
appear, and the National Weather Service “elected to go it alone.” Friday and Richards very
much hoped that the wire reporters would write stories that emphasized the certainty of severe
flooding, and stressed the importance of proactive flood protection strategy, especially in the
Red River valley.“These could be the highest floods in those areas in the one hundred and fifty
years we have been keeping records,” Dr. Friday said when he stepped to the microphone at the
Press Club. “You’re going to see hundreds of square miles underwater. We want to make sure
this doesn’t come as a surprise to anyone.”Upper Midwestern states “have been depositing
snow all winter like a savings bank,” Richards added. “We’ll be drawing it out of that account this
spring.”The headlines and lead paragraphs that appeared in more than two hundred
newspapers across the country the next day likely made Friday and Richards happy. USA Today:
“The highest floods in 150 years in the northern Midwest could occur this spring as a result of a
deep blanket of snow.” Associated Press: “Friday predicted record-breaking floods on the Red
River of the North in North Dakota and northwestern Minnesota.” Reuters: “Spring flooding could
be more widespread this year than in any year in the past decade, with the upper Midwest’s
snowbound winter leaving that region especially vulnerable.” And in the small papers across
North Dakota, the warning was duly noted. Bismarck Tribune: “Flood alert puts focus on N.D.”
Wahpeton Daily News: “NWS says major flood is probable.” Ten days later, on March 28, the
National Weather Service issued another revised flood outlook for the Red River valley. But the



crest number for Grand Forks again remained the same: 49 feet.The National Guard began
“dusting” the Red River on March 31. A river that flows north tends to dam itself with chunks of
ice during the spring thaw; a dammed river will flood. Dusting a river with sand softens the ice—
the sand attracts the sun’s thermal energy—and speeds up thawing, reducing ice jams. The
1997 dusting operation was the most extensive in state history. Helicopters made flyovers, and
National Guardsmen hung out of the chopper doors and dumped dark sand onto the frozen river.
On March 30, the National Weather Service issued an official flood warning—akin to a
thunderstorm warning—for the Red River of the North, which meant the flood threat was
immediate.In Grand Forks the air was growing warmer and signs of spring emerged. Grass
began to appear from beneath the melting snow, and the snowdrifts that had lined the streets all
winter were shrinking. The balmy weather gave many people hope that the flood wouldn’t be so
bad. National Weather Service hydrologist Wendy Pearson remembered being challenged by a
reporter who questioned whether the 49-foot crest number might be a bit of an exaggeration.“He
said, ‘Out on the street people are saying we’re not going to have such a bad flood,’” Pearson
said. “They changed their minds and felt things wouldn’t be so bad.”But in Utah a little blizzard
was building, gathering strength as it pushed its way across the plains. It moved toward Grand
Forks like a frozen tumbleweed, growing larger as it approached.2 River TownTowns will perish
in major floods—many already have. The Mississippi has swept away whole communities while
carving itself a new path. Mark Twain noted a number of Delta towns that became river debris,
as well as a few that were simply exiled behind a newly formed sandbar, ending their run as river
towns. The grandest American river city of them all, New Orleans, is probably doomed to the
waters of the Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico as the foundations of bayou shacks sink into the
mud and city engineers worry about the skyscrapers and the French Quarter. There they have
confined the Mississippi through various flood protection systems, as if it were an animal that
could be caged. As Twain noted—as he celebrated—the river will flow where it wants, even if a
city has built cement banks to contain it. This is what rivers do; the relationships between rivers
and river towns are temporary affairs.But the Red River of the North had managed a long-
lasting, if sometimes volatile, relationship with its towns. There was no Mississippi-like history,
with entire towns turned into islands overnight by cutoffs—the river shortening itself by rerouting
its flow from a loop to a straightaway (the river, in Twain’s words, “cleaves the banks away like a
knife.”) The Red was a relatively well-behaved river.It stretches 533 miles from its source at the
confluence of the Bois de Sioux and Otter Tail Rivers—near the twin towns of Wahpeton, North
Dakota and Breckenridge, Minnesota—to Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba. It forms a riparian border
between North Dakota and Minnesota, snaking its way across the floor of a massive, extinct
glacial lake named Agassiz. The inscrutable whims of the Red River of the North are inspired, in
large part, by this fossil inland sea.Named for Harvard geology professor Louis Agassiz, Lake
Agassiz was the largest Pleistocene lake on the continent. It was nearly as large as all of the
Great Lakes combined, and its ancient crater is still visible today from the air. The loamy soil of
the valley—sometimes called raisin cake—is what’s left over from the giant lakebed. The secret



of the Red’s River valley’s exceptional flatness and its nearly imperceptible northward tilt (the
reason the river flows north) is found in the weight of the massive glacier that Agassiz believed
once stretched from coast to coast (the professor liked to call glaciers “God’s great plough”).
When the wall of ice finally began melting, it receded from south to north, inclining the land ever
so slightly toward the North Pole, and flattening everything in its path. North Dakota’s wrinkles
were ironed into a taut drift prairie.The Red is a young, crooked river that hasn’t had enough time
to cut much of a path across the lakebed. Its channel is so poorly defined that it seems to be a
writhing animal in a state of extreme discomfort: hairpin turns, oxbow lakes, stretches where the
water seems unable to get up a head of steam. In places, its current is so sluggish that the river
seems not to be flowing at all, to be a river of dark glass.Geologists with the North Dakota
Geological Survey have likened the muddy Red River to a convoy of ten-ton capacity trucks. On
a typical summer day, the Red carries more than sixteen hundred tons of “suspended sediment”
past Grand Forks. This is the equivalent, state geologists say, of 162 dump trucks, each carrying
ten tons of mud, traveling northward through Grand Forks each day. Here the Red is a thin,
shallow river (two hundred feet wide and eight to ten feet deep), but it is remarkably turbid. The
river generally flows about one foot per second, or two-thirds of a mile per hour. Wherever the
Red is going, you would probably get there faster on foot.In 1848, long before whites had
permanently settled at Grand Forks, Indiana geologist David Dale Owens, a thin man with large,
lucid blue eyes, paddled up the Red River in early summer and noted the debarked trees and
snapped trunks near the banks there. With his sharp geologist’s eye, he saw the arboreal
graveyard as evidence of “the power of ice in this river”—blocks of ice riding the Red’s flood
current that spring had cut through the riverbank forests like a giant axe. Three years later, the
Red River flood of 1851 forced Norman Kittson of the American Fur Company to move his
headquarters from riverside Pembina to St. Joseph (now Walhalla), about thirty miles to the
west. The 1897 deluge, whose record was shattered a century later, inundated Grand Forks in
similar fashion—damaging all twenty-five blocks of downtown, weakening bridges, and leaving a
lake that was thirty miles wide and a hundred and fifty miles long. People and their livestock took
refuge atop haystacks and roofs. Historic flood marginalia includes a steamboat finding itself
docked on Third Street during the 1882 flood; in 1897, engineers rolled four locomotives onto to
the Great Northern Railway Bridge to anchor it, preventing the floodwaters from washing it away.
Old photographs of various Grand Forks floods look so similar, sometimes only the fashions of
the day set them apart from one another. Streets filled with water, houses nearly submerged.
People smile into the lens, wearing vests, suspenders, porkpie hats, dresses with frilly lace
collars. There seems to be no sorrow in their faces.You note the absence of emotion in those old
photos because the pictures of people from the 1997 flood do show sorrow; it is deeply etched
in many faces. In some faces, it will always remain. Maybe the North Dakota brave face was
braver a hundred years ago than it is now. Perhaps the people back then hadn’t come to trust the
experts and the science. Perhaps they couldn’t be as disappointed when they had no
expectation that they, or anyone else, could divine what the river would do. No one led them to



believe anything but the worst; in river towns, this constitutes logic. But with predictive science
came comfort and complacency and the illogical belief that man can beat the river, even when
the river is at its worst—so long as he knows what he’s up against.Before the plains states
became a cliché for obsolescence, and the economy left Grand Forks and other Dakota towns in
the dust of their own collapse, industry and agriculture and the Great Northern Railway
advertised this region as the Promised Land.In 1738 Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, sieur de la
Vérendrye, put his hands atop the heads of Mandan chiefs and made them “his children.” When
Lewis and Clark arrived at Indian villages on their way to the “Great Western Sea” in 1805, they
told the residents they had a new “father” in Washington: Thomas Jefferson. The Hudson’s Bay
Company, the North West Company, and John Jacob Astor’s American Fur Company battled
each other for Indian loyalty and animal fur. Forts appeared on the Upper Missouri River, and the
Red River valley became a point of transport for goods.River forks make for good camps, and
many towns in the new America of the Louisiana Purchase were built near confluences. In the
late eighteenth century, the convergence of the thin Red River and the thinner Red Lake River
had been a campsite for French fur traders. They called the small confluence les Grandes
Fourches. The French had a penchant for overstatement.There were only a few scattered
wintering houses for traders when the Columbia Fur Company built a post on that site in 1826. It
was a stop for métis families—people of mixed Indian and white blood—who hauled tons of
supplies and buffalo robes between St. Paul and Winnipeg on the famed Red River oxcarts,
wooden carts with screeching axles that could be heard for miles. The Red became a steamboat
river in 1859, when St. Paul merchants, hoping to increase the trade, offered a reward to the first
steamboat on the Red. The steamboats that plied the Red—the Anson Northrup, the
International, the Dakota, the Alpha, the Cheyenne, the Manitoba, and the Minnesota—were
sternwheelers that burned wood for power, and they populated the Red River as if it were a
floating dockyard. But almost as soon as the steamboats were launched on the Red, it was over.
By 1880, the railroads had arrived in Grand Forks.Towns were built on rivers (like Grand Forks
and Fargo and Williston and Wahpeton), on lakes (like Devils Lake and Fort Totten), on old
military posts and Indian villages (like Fort Rice and Fort Yates, where Hunkpapa chief Sitting
Bull was originally buried after Red Tomahawk led U.S. marshals to his cabin—the day when, as
some Dakota Sioux put it, there was blood on the moon), and on railroads (Almont and Minot
and all the rest, it seemed. Towns were built for railway stations, not the other way around, and
for so long, a railroad line was a lifeline.) The discovery of gold in the Black Hills of South Dakota
in the 1870s meant railroad tycoons would set down tracks to get people out there, to start
empire-building. Steel ties were laid across Dakota Sioux treaty lands, industry taking
precedence over promises made, as it has always seemed to do. The frontier was opening and
people were coming, and they needed building materials for homesteads, crop seeds, and
livestock; they needed pianos for the saloons.When James J. Hill decided to build his
transcontinental railroad in 1879, Grand Forks became the largest rail terminal between St. Paul
and Seattle, as well as the headquarters of the Dakota Division of the Great Northern Railway—



overseeing what was at the time, in sheer mileage, the world’s largest main-line rail network.
Now Grand Forks had it all. It had a river—one that was a clear path to Winnipeg for steamboats
and scows. It had railroad companies in town—the Great Northern, the Soo Line, the Northern
Pacific, the Manitoba. It had agriculture—sugar beets and pinto beans and flaxseed and canola
and potatoes and barley and spring wheat and durum wheat and sunflowers. Homes were built
with beams and planks floated upriver from Winnipeg. By the end of the nineteenth century,
other industries had set up shop, including bottling works, breweries, and foundries. Grand Forks
even had a semiprofessional baseball team, the Pickets.
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Beth, “Gripping Journalistic Work. Although I traditionally steer away from books related to
science and politics, I found myself enthralled with the story of the 1997 Grand Forks flood and
recovery in Ashley Shelby's "Red River Rising." Shelby's lucid prose and talent for storytelling
kept me turning the pages. What I found so fascinating was not only the series of mishaps that
led to the flood itself, but the reaction of the community after the flood waters had receded.This
book has clearly generated some strong reactions, as evident by a couple of the reviews here on
amazon. But what bothered me about one review in particular is that a few of its comments are
misleading.First, the claim that "the author failed to interview any Herald editors who served at
the time of the flood" is deceptive. Shelby does interview Tom Dennis (see note 183 in the back
of the book), who, though not living in Grand Forks at the time of the actual flood, was the
Herald's opinion editor during the time of the city's reconstruction (the focus of Shelby's
discussion of the Herald). Dennis was present at a number of the meetings that Shelby
describes in the book.Second, to call Shelby a "pretentious fiction writer," is erroneous. I fail to
understand how this book is pretentious (because there is a reference to Joyce? or is it the
hydrological charts?). A glance at the book jacket also reveals that Shelby has an MFA in non-
fiction (not fiction) writing from Columbia University. She has also been published in "The
Nation." Has Shelby published fiction as well? Yes. It's not unusual for an author to write in both
genres.I could go on and refute the rest of the aforementioned amazon review, but I'll let readers
come to their own conclusions.Needless to say, I highly recommend "Red River Rising." It's
fascinating, well-researched (endorsed by Douglas Brinkley), and if it generates this much
controversy, it certainly can't be dull!”

Bryan Harris, “Fabulous journalist, fabulous journalism.. This is a book about Democracy and the
roll of government. Increasingly, as taxes, tensions and the everday involvement of government
slowly rise, we ask ourselves and our leaders: Where should personal responsibility end and
regulation begin?Do taxpayers owe anything to disaster "victims" who willingly live, year after
year, uninsured, at the constant verge of mortal danger?And the rich social and political subtexts
abound. Anyone who wonders why no qualified leader in his or her right mind would enter public
service in America needs only read "Red River Rising." Shelby's descriptions of the government,
the press and the people and their interactions -- from the origin of questionable information
under the strict rigors of flawed government mandates, to its botched transfer through the hands
of under-educated reporters, to the public's inability to assimilate and use it, is priceless.Aside
from being an amazing book about strife, courage and recovery, this is a text so socially relevant
to our country's current struggles that it can be extrapolated to relate to any issue on any level.
From imposing a recycling tax, to going to war, this book describes how every public decision in
America transpires -- right down to the last militant holdout spitting in the face of The Man.Every
leader, voter and reporter needs to read this book.Bryan HarrisJournalist”



Ebook Library Reader, “superb book!!!. I picked this book up as a gift for a friend who lived
through the flood and I became so engrossed in it I never put it in the mail! (I bought another
copy for my him. ) As well as being hugely infomative, there was a richness of detail and
character that gave it the feel of a gripping novel.The book brought home for me the true
devastion of the flood, which I had of course heard about, but could not truly fathom until Red
River Rising. I was surprised to read another Amazon reviewer (and local) say: "There is a sense
throughout the book that North Dakota residents are hicks waiting on federal hand outs, too
stupid to purchase flood insurance, and too easily swayed by a newspaper column."It's a
strange comment. You could only conclude the person read a different book. Red River Rising
reads as nothing less than a moving tribute to the intelligent, proud, generous and above all
courageous people of Grand Forks.I recommend it highly!”

Amy, “Well Written, Compelling...Highly Recommend this book. I am from the West Coast and
found this book to be both a compelling and informative documentary of a community coming
apart at the seams. I could care less if the Governor of ND is spelled wrong... who cares. I didn't
even know nor did I care who the Governor of North Dakota was before I read this book. If you
are looking to read a book that is well written and educational order and read this book. If you
are looking to read a book that demonstrates the do's and don'ts of grammatical punctuation in
american literature contact the lady from Grand Forks who gives this book one star..... incedently
her review contained grammatical errors itself. Can't wait to pick up Shelby's next book. Take an
opinion from someone outside Grand Forks.... This is a great book”

Lynn Kleinman, “Journalism at its best. Being a person NOT from Grand Forks, I thoroughly
enjoyed this book. Shelby is, contrary to the review below which is clearly from the editor of the
Grand Forks Herald, actually not over her head. Having a background in hydrology myself, I can
tell you with full confidence that this woman got the science right. I bet if the National Weather
Service hydrologists she profiled were allowed to endorse books, they would come out and say
that themselves. Excellent nonfiction provokes responses like the one below, because truth
hurts. Being there during the flood actually makes you a LESS reliable witness. One thing is true:
after reading this book, the last place you'll ever want to visit is Grand Forks, North Dakota.”

The book by Ashley Shelby has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 9 people have provided feedback.
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